NEXT LEVEL SECURITY SYSTEMS SHOWCASES
OPEN PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES AT ISC WEST
Company highlights evolutions to NextConnect technology
and Gateway software at leading security industry trade show
Las Vegas – April 1, 2013 – Next Level Security Systems, a provider of a new breed of
unified, networked security solutions, will highlight the latest evolution of its open
platform, IP-based security technologies at ISC West 2013, being held April 10-12, 2013,
at the Sands Convention Center.
At Booth #10107, Next Level will showcase its entire line of unified security
management platforms, the Gateway 500, 3000, 4000 and 5000. Conference attendees
will also receive a preview of the company's upcoming upgrade to the Gateway software
package, a demonstration of its enhanced analytics capabilities, including audio analytics
and gunshot detection, and see updates to NLSS Cloud Services and NextConnect™, its
unique peer-to-peer technology that efficiently streams live video to multiple users
simultaneously.
“Our cutting-edge technologies quickly enable users to gather critical security data,
customize the way it is received and make informed decisions based on valuable data
points,” said Peter Jankowski, Chairman and CEO, Next Level Security Systems. “This
approach enables our customers to be more proactive with their security programs. It is
our goal to deliver technologies that enable customers to view the entire scope of their
security infrastructure to be more safe and secure.”
Conference events
ISC West attendees are invited to view demonstrations of Next Level’s technologies and
meet the executive team during the company’s annual opening day cocktail reception
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday, April 10 at the Next Level booth, #10107.
Next Level will also offer the chance to win a NLSS Gateway 500 during the conference.
Conference visitors are invited to visit the Next Level booth throughout the event to enter
the giveaway.
In an educational panel discussion titled, “Stay Connected: Leveraging the Cloud and
Mobile Applications for Enhanced Security,” Jumbi Edulbehram, Vice President of
Business Development, and Kevin Dailey, President, Unified Physical Security,	
   will
discuss innovations in cloud security and mobile security applications. The panel will be
held in Room 305 at the Sands Convention Center at 7:30 a.m., Wednesday, April 10.

About Next Level Security Systems
Next Level Security Systems is a physical security company delivering a new breed of
unified networked security technologies. The NLSS Gateway, Next Level’s flagship
product, is an award-winning, IP-based security management platform that integrates
video management, access control, video analytics and remote management into a single
appliance. It is successfully used in the retail, commercial, education, transportation and
government markets. All of Next Level’s products, sold through distribution worldwide,
combine the performance, sophistication and functionality of enterprise-class security
systems into a compact, unified and affordable solution. For more information, visit
http://www.nlss.com.
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